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85% of all job seekers are looking for information about the corporate culture, motives and 
values  of your organization during the online orientation process. These are the most important 
factors for a candidate when considering a new employer. 

Based on our matching algorithm, CompanyMatch developed an innovative solution that identifies, 
typifies and matches employers and candidates based on their Cultural Fit.

CompanyMatch enables you to:
1. Match jobseekers with your Employer Brand
2. Attract & engage with talent based on your organizational drivers, values and motivators
3. Increase the number of applicants to outstanding job offers
4. Improve the Quality of Hire

Hire for Cultural Fit
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My experience has taught me that Cultural Fit is just as important as work experience 
and knowledge. That is why, we at innogy have fully integrated CompanyMatch 

in our recruitment strategy. CompanyMatch has become a vital part in our 
online application process from orientation up to submitted application. As such 

CompanyMatch positively contributes to the candidate journey with the aim of 
achieving better matches between candidates and innogy.

Bjorn Luijters, Manager Employer Branding & Strategic HR Marketing at innogy
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Several dimensions need to be considered, to 
build a successful recruiting process. Apart from 
the right competencies and experiences it is 
crucial to determine whether a candidate fits 
your corporate culture.

We strongly believe that employees are at 

their best, happiest and most productive when 

working for a company that best matches their 

personal needs, interests and values.

Successful recruitment

CV

Competencies

Cultural Fit
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2. In a team my main 
strength is:

1 - Most important 4 - Least important

PerformancePerformance 44

CommitmentCommitment 11

Taking initiativeTaking initiative 33

ResponsibilityResponsibility 22

NextNext

Erase answers

powered by companymatch.me

api.companymatch.me

12:15
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With the CompanyMatch Scan job seekers quickly and intuitively match themselves anonymously with 
your employer brand in their online orientation process. The CompanyMatch Scan (questionnaire) 
covers several themes such as internal relations, ambition, leadership and values.

The CompanyMatch Scan and the matching algorithm are inspired by solid and widely recognized 
HR-models. Both, the scan and methods, are improved continuously, using the data acquired from 
participating (international) employers and candidates world wide.

CompanyMatch Scan®

)  Make your Employer Brand interactive
)  Create an engaging Candidate Experience
)  Hire for Cultural Fit
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CompanyMatch Engage is a quick and easy solution to integrate the matching technology into your 
career website. With CompanyMatch Engage you convert anonymous online job seekers to matched 
engaged candidates.

Candidates have the opportunity to discover their individual and anonymous match with your 
employer brand without leaving your domain. Companies with a Premium subscription are able to 
customize CompanyMatch Engage in their corporate branding specifications or simply use the stylish 
default CompanyMatch design.

CompanyMatch Engage®
PREMIUM

)  Easy to include embed code
)  No click-outs from your domain
)  Aim for conversion rates up to 25%
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And more..

Phone number

+ Upload your resume

CompanyMatchCompanyMatch

Email address

Jennifer Smi

Address

Highest grade

12:15
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CompanyMatch Apply pairs very well with CompanyMatch Engage. By integrating CompanyMatch 
Apply in your application form, matched candidates are able to attach their personal CompanyMatch. 
CompanyMatch Apply is an easy-to-use plug-in, which only requires two additional text fields. One 
to store the match percentage and one to access the complete report. As a result the recruiter gains 
deeper insights into the applicant’s values, motivators and cultural preferences.  

The CompanyMatch results can easily be connected to most application forms and Applicant Tracking 
Systems that are partners of CompanyMatch and often already making use of this feature.

CompanyMatch Apply®
PREMIUM

)  Cultural Fit in the application process
)  100% enriched first impression
)  Compatibility with your recruitment software
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Expand the CompanyMatch Scan with up to 
6 additional questions to allow candidates 
to match with the core values of your 
organisation. It guarantees even more 
accurate match results with candidates.

Matching Values®
PREMIUM

Your personalised CompanyMatch 
dashboard provides you with valuable 
insights and statistics. We collect unique 
match data across different sources such as 
the career site.

Match data PREMIUM

Creativity

Humor Adventure

Visionary Challenge Results

Teamwork Discovering

Finance Sales Marketing Logistics
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Candidates with a high match percentage 
receive a personalised call to action 

message in the final screen of the matching 
process. Create a customized message 

along with any click-through options.

Match & Recruit®
PREMIUM

Promote your employer brand with your 
company profile on CompanyMatch. 

Provide users with more details about your 
company’s culture, values and core business 

and link them to your career site. 

And more..

Dear Jennifer, 

Thank you for matching with us. You seem to fit very well in 
our company culture. Are you interested in our current job 

oppertunities or do you want to contact a recruiter?

PREMIUM

Job Alert Open positions
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Sign up to Companymatch Premium to unlock all features 
that CompanyMatch has to offer. Prices are based on a 
12 month contract (per country). Your subscription fee is 
based on the total number of employees in your company 
(fixed and flexible workforce).

Sign up at www.companymatch.me/register-employer/

CompanyMatch N startups. CompanyMatch Premium is freely available 

for startups up to 5 years old, with a maximum of 25 employees.

CompanyMatch Premium

Premium

.   Unlimited matching

.   CompanyMatch Engage®

.   CompanyMatch Apply®

.   Matching Values®

.   Match & Recruit®

.   Company profile (fully branded)

.   Match data & statistics

.   Support

Employees Per month

Up to 250 € 475

Up to 500 € 725

Up to 5.000 € 1.250

Up to 10.000 € 1.850

Over 10.000 On request
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It is extremely important to us to not only find new colleagues 
who fit the team through their skills and experience but also 
add to it with their personality and values. Having integrated 

CompanyMatch into our recruiting processes we now enable all 
candidates to match with our unique corporate culture.

Anja Bank, Employer Branding at Vodafone
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